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The DEF’s mandate is sufficiently broad to allow us to take advantage of cyclical 
opportunities. For instance, with the dwindling equity returns available in renewable 
energies we have not participated in the delayed round 6 of the Renewable Independent 
Power Producer Programme (REIPPP) and instead have focused our efforts elsewhere. 

The DEF seeks to be a funder of large-scale national infrastructure and we expect those 
transactions to begin re-emerging. In the meantime, we see developmental investment 
opportunities in agri-industry, infrastructure-related industries, housing, education, and 
finance.  In smaller transactions, we are seeing opportunities in the innovative, fintech, 
and market disruptive companies which are positively changing trading environments 
and/or supporting developing enterprises. 

Broadly, we are seeing energy and excitement in the deal pipeline as the Futuregrowth 
private equity team gains traction as a valued shareholder-of-reference, and partner, for 
South African developmental investments. These opportunities are filtered into all 
Futuregrowth’s client funds that are mandated to take equity investments. As before, the 
teams within Futuregrowth leverage off each other’s strengths and capabilities to add 
value across all our client portfolios, and the DEF is equally a beneficiary of this symbiosis. 

In our previous report, we spoke about the launch of the Futuregrowth Venture Capital 
Fund as a sister fund to this Development Equity Fund (DEF). We have been undertaking 
earlier-stage investments in the DEF for nine years, and continue to see investment 
opportunities in this space. We will be reaching out to investors about this prospect in the 
near future. 

The clouds of war darken the global mood, threatening life and the stability of supplies of 
basic goods. Locally, South Africa will also be impacted by global growth degradation and 
rising prices, compounded by continued loadshedding and the recent floods in Kwa-Zulu 
Natal. Nevertheless, there are undoubtedly opportunities for our funds to make a 
sustainable impact on the South African economy, and it is with this spirit that we forge 
ahead.

Regards

Andrew C Canter
Chief Investment Officer
Chairman of the Futuregrowth Investment Committee
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Private equity is a long-term investment process, with returns emerging – for better or 
worse – in a rather chunky manner. The foundations built by the investment team over 
the past several years has resulted in our Development Equity Fund’s (DEF) 
performance showing a marked positive turn. 

Letter from our CIO
Futuregrowth’s Development Equity Fund forges ahead despite dark days
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South Africa is a water scarce country and is among the World Resources 

Institute’s Top 50 countries at risk of a water crisis . The water stress levels 

are determined by the country’s annual water consumption as a proportion of 

“available and ground water supply”. The list is dominated by Middle Eastern 

and North African countries, and South Africa is second only to Botswana 

among the Southern Hemisphere countries on the list.

South Africa has a semi-arid climate, with an average annual rainfall of 465 mm, 
compared to the world average of 860 mm. Most of South Africa’s fresh water comes 
from catchments that receive the highest rainfall. Large transfer schemes have thus 
been developed to service various demand centres, due to the skewed nature of the 
strategic water source areas.

The country’s water security is mainly reliant on fresh surface water, with ground water 
and return flows under-utilised. Government has identified 22 strategic water source 
areas (including those listed alongside) occupying 8% of the land, and providing 50% of 
the surface run-off (i.e. water in wetlands, streams, and rivers). These strategic water 
source areas support the water needs of approximately 60% of the population and 67% 
of the national economic activity, and supply approximately 70% of irrigation water. A 
large section of the population still has no access to clean water.
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The SA water landscape: 1/3
Our pending water crisis
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Source: National Water and Sanitation Master Plan Volume1: version 10.1 (January 2019)

Image source: TCTA.co.za

Major catchment areas: river delivery system Developed

The Vaal River System - LHWP 2007 / Now in phase 2

The Orange River System83 2014

The KZN Coastal Metropolitan Bulk Water Supply System 2010

The Richards Bay Water Supply System84 2014

The Mbombela Bulk Water Supply System85 2014

The Western Cape Water Supply System 2007 / Now in phase 2

The Amatole Bulk Water Supply System 2008

The Algoa Water Supply System 2010

Limpopo Water Management Area North 2016

The Olifants River Supply System92 2011

The Crocodile west River System93 2009 / phase 2 complete

The Greater Bloemfontein Bulk Water Supply System 95 2011
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The National Development Plan (NDP) states that a water secure future is one of the 

biggest challenges facing South Africa in the 21st century. South Africa is currently 

65% urbanised and the NDP estimates that urban populations will grow by 10% 

every two decades. Increasing urbanisation will place more pressure on cities to 

deliver affordable and reliable water and sanitation services to larger numbers of 

poor households.

The challenges that confront the country are varied. Old/aging, poor quality and poorly 

maintained infrastructure is contributing to high levels of water wastage and the pollution of 

rivers and groundwater with sewage. Climate change is driving the country towards a warmer 

and drier future, with longer, more extreme droughts and more intense floods predicted. 

Consumption

According to the 2018 National Water and Sanitation Master Plan, South Africa’s water supply 

deficit was projected to be 10% by 2030. Without proper demand management, the currently 

planned infrastructure development and broadening of the water mix will not be sufficient to 

balance supply and demand. The water demand by the year 2030 is estimated to be 17 559 m3

whereas available water is estimated to be 15 926 m3. If urban water losses are reduced from 

35% to 15%, the water deficit would be reduced to 5%, while a further reduction in municipal 

demand from  237 m3 to 175 m3 per day would enable the country to have a water surplus of 

3%. Therefore, the country urgently needs to increase supply and reduce demand to pre-empt 

the projected water crisis.

The majority of our water (60.9%) is consumed by the agricultural sector, and municipal 

consumption is currently at 27%. Along with the projected population increase, municipal water 

consumption is projected to account for 36% by the year 2030. It is also noteworthy that 45% of 

the water in South Africa comes from rivers shared with neighbouring countries, mostly Lesotho. 

The Lesotho Highlands Water Project is currently in its second phase, and is intended to 

contribute to increased ground and surface water by harnessing the waters of the Senqu/Orange 

River in the Lesotho highlands. Other strategies in place to increase water supply include 

desalination, acid mine drainage (AMD) and water re-use.
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The SA water landscape: 2/3 
Government’s plans
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The VAAL River System (VRS) - Lesotho 
Highlands Water Project (LHWP)

The Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) is a 
bi-national water infrastructure project between 
the governments of the Republic of South Africa 
and the Kingdom of Lesotho. The purpose of the 
project is to provide additional water to the Vaal 
River System (VRS) in South Africa and to 
generate hydro-electric power in Lesotho. The 
project consists of various proposed phases of 
which phase 1 (cost of completion R20 billion) 
was completed during November 2003 and phase 
2 (LHWP-2) is in the early stages of 
implementation.

The project is managed by the Trans-Caledon 
Tunnel Authority (TCTA) and is the cheapest 
augmentation option available. The project aims 
to facilitate an increase in yield and a curb in 
water dilution wastage, in order to generate an 
excess supply of water by 2030. The project’s 
target completion date is October 2027.

VRS (LHWP-2 and AMD) 
supplies water to: 
• Rand Water – 75%
• Eskom – 8%
• Sasol – 5%
• Midvaal Water Company –
3%
Other water users are 
municipalities such as Ermelo, 
Sedibeng, Lekwa etc. in the 
surrounding regions.

Source: National Water and Sanitation Master Plan Volume 1: Version 10.1 (January 2019)

Target Date

NDP Water & Sanitation Targets Target

Achieve universal, sustainable sanitation provision
2020: 90%
2030: 1000%

Achieve universal, sustainable and reliable water supply provision
2019: 90%
2030: 100%
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Futuregrowth prides itself in investing in socially impactful sectors, and the 

water sector is one of the enabling sectors for the rest of the economy to 

function optimally. By investing in the water sector, we are channelling our 

clients’ funds into assets that are enabling sustainability for the country and 

guaranteeing livelihoods for many of its citizens. LHWP-2 and AMD collectively 

have R34 billion of funding raised from the market, the majority of which is 

through TCTA’s government guaranteed bond programme.

The capital expenditure (LWHP-2) is expected to increase significantly from the  2022/23 

financial year, as construction ramps up. The combined debt of the augmentation schemes 

in the VRS must be repaid within 20 years after completion of LHWP-2, with estimated 

water delivery in 2027.

The project is aligned to the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) Strategy, as the 

transaction enjoys a government guarantee and the associated income streams in the form 

of tariffs. The associated debt is serviced by way of indexed tariffs payable on the water 

supplied by the project. Tariffs are payable to the DWS and are passed through to the 

TCTA. The agreed mechanism sets out that funding requirements and current debt are 

assessed annually, and the resulting tariff is set, based on the income needed to cover the 

requirements. 

According to the Income Agreement between the DWS and TCTA in relation to the Project, 

the TCTA is entitled to receive tariffs to recoup project capital expenditure. The Minister 

sets the tariff in accordance with the National Water Act and the National Water Pricing 

Strategy and water users then pay that tariff, which includes TCTA’s Capital Unit Charge 

(“CUC”), to the DWS.  

Assuming that the project will reach financial close in FY27, the long-term CUC tariff 

trajectory assumes future decreases in tariffs (beyond 2027) to ensure debt repayment 20 

years after construction, as allowed for as a reasonable period in the Raw Water Pricing 

Strategy.

The investment case is strong, as the long-term investment is underpinned by government 

support, and the project is critically important to the country. The investment was not only 

considered with a profit motive, and an improvement in the water yield, but also had to 

carefully weigh up: (i) the social impact of the displacement, relocation and health of the 

residents of Lesotho; (ii) the impact and rehabilitation of the surrounding environment; and 

(iii) demonstrable positive social impact (such as increased employment) over the long 

term. 

The Lesotho Highlands Development Authority (LHDA) meets on a quarterly basis to 

ensure that both the economic projections (project implementation against budget) and 

social objectives are met, with active community engagement occurring at ground level. 

With phase 1 successfully completed, the project is testament that the partnership between 

the South African and Lesotho Governments is benefitting both countries in tandem. The 

project also serves as a success story of an investment that encapsulates the importance of 

economic, environmental (rehabilitation) and social objectives on a long-term basis, 

thereby meeting several of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

Futuregrowth recently invested in this area in the form of five-year funding that was 

provided to the Trans-Caledon-Tunnel-Authority as debt capital for phase 2 of the 

important Lesotho Highlands Water Project. This will be utilised for the further 

augmentation of this important water supplier into large areas of the country, including 

aspects such as pipelines, a further dam, and a hydro-electric facility. 
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The SA water landscape: 3/3 
A strong investment case for investing in water infrastructure
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Lesotho Highlands Water Project social impact
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The Programme targets graduates from tertiary institutions 
from different areas of study with no work experience -
and aims to address the problem of inadequate workplace 
skills. It builds on the rich legacy of similar on-the-job-
training that kick-started the engineering careers of many 
young professionals during the first phase of the Lesotho 
Highlands Water Project.

Several of the former phase I YPP interns are now working 
as Project Managers and Resident Engineers in various 
phase 2 consultancy and construction contracts. 
Understanding the value of their experiences, these young 
professionals are passionate about mentoring the young 
people working as interns in their respective contracts.

The programme benefits:
• Coaching and mentoring by international, regional and 

local experts;
• Development of professional and technical, problem 

solving, reporting, writing and soft skills;
• Exposure to other fields/disciplines, and an appreciation 

of the roles of different professions in project 
management;

• Networking with experts and other professionals;
• Participation in conferences and short courses; and
• Field work – a rare opportunity to gain site experience. 

In addition, these young professionals bring fresh 
perspectives and a different way of thinking to their 
working environment by applying their knowledge and 
skillset acquired in the YPP.

Placement of participants
Young professionals are placed with consultancy firms 
appointed for the design and construction supervision of 
various engineering components of phase 2. These include 
working with the teams that designed the Polihali Dam, the 
Polihali Transfer Tunnel and the major bridges. Graduates 
of social and environmental sciences are also placed in 
programmes designed to mitigate the impacts of the 
Project. 

YPP participant Ms Mamonaheng Rapapa sums up the 
essence of the programme: “This is a one in a million 
opportunity that helps us to express ourselves in technical 
areas and social settings.” 

The Lesotho Highlands Water Authority’s Young 
Professionals Programme (YPP) is a skills development 
initiative that provides tailored learning opportunities for 
graduates from Lesotho and South Africa. It builds capacity 
and provides work experience under the guidance of 
mentors working on of phase 2 of the Lesotho Highlands 
Water Project, thereby addressing technical and social 
challenges that are unique to the environment within which 
the Project is being implemented.

YPP: a unique experiential learning experience
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Development product suite performance
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Futuregrowth is dedicated to the development and 
empowerment of South Africa and its people. We are 
constantly looking for opportunities that will yield optimal 
financial returns for investors while making a meaningful 
difference. As such, we have become a reliable channel for 
investor savings and promoting national development.

We define developmental investing as financing that a) 
provides investors with commercial returns and b) 
produces a social and developmental impact. In South 
Africa the primary focus is on the provision of basic 
services and improvement of infrastructure development.

In order to achieve sustainable, long-term, benchmark-
beating performance, we apply a responsible investment 
filter when screening and analysing new deals for our 
developmental funds. This is supported by a robust credit 
process that considers both financial risks and 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks.

Global contribution
We are also aligned with the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), thus contributing to this global 
"blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future 
for all". The SDGs are covered in detail later in this report, 
where we link the activities of each deal featured to these 
global targets. 

(See: www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-
goals/)

Our developmental investment philosophy

Developmental product suite
Futuregrowth has a 25-year-plus track record of 
investing in developmental assets. Our funds 
provide finance to institutions that may not 
typically receive support from the traditional 
banking or lending process. In addition to 
providing finance (credit), we also invest in 
equity and retail property with a developmental 
nature.  

Our developmental funds are part of our broader 
responsible investment strategy and reflect the 
intention of our clients to do good by investing 
consciously to make a positive impact on society 
and the broader environment, and thereby to 
safeguard our collective future.  

Our suite of developmental funds consists of:
- Fixed Income (Infrastructure & 

Development Bond Fund, Power Debt Fund, 
Inflation-Linked Debt Fund);

- Unlisted equity (Development Equity 
Fund, Agri Funds); 

- Unlisted retail property (Community 
Property Fund); and

- Fund of funds incorporating our suite of 
development funds as building blocks 
(Developmental Balanced Fund).

8Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022
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Futuregrowth actively measures and manages for impact. Our impact measurement and management approach is aligned with both global and 
local development frameworks.

How we measure and manage impact

9Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

National Development Plan (NDP)
This is a long-term development framework for the elimination of poverty and reducing 
inequality in South Africa by 2030.

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
These goals represent the globally agreed 2030 agenda and are a call to action to end poverty, 
protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.

Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI)
Futuregrowth is a signatory to the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), which is an 
international network of signatories contributing to developing a more sustainable global 
financial system by incorporating six defined Principles for Responsible Investment into 

investment practice.
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We have priority outcomes that reflect the critical social and economic changes our clients and stakeholders would like to see. Throughout our 
engagement with companies, we track core metrics, using key performance indicators (KPIs) outlined below, which can be reported on a 
company, sector, portfolio (Fund) and aggregated AUM level - to enable us to report on the impact achieved. 

Priority outcomes & KPIs

10Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

Key performance indicators (KPIs)

# Jobs created

Economic 
empowerment 

of PDIs  

% of women 
in leadership 

roles

Transformation

Renewable 
energy 

produced 

Priority outcomes 

Job creation

Transformation

Gender equality 

Local 
economic 

development 

Avoiding 
GHG* 

emissions

*Greenhouse Gas #See pages 18 & 23 of this report
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17.61%

Exposure across
infrastructure
sectors 

Exposure across
other developmental
sectors 

Invested in all 9
provinces 

Delivering social impact 
that changes lives

and 0.49%
in Health, 

Tourism and 
Education.

and 0.02%
in BEE and 

Environment 
Preservation.

Energy including 
renewable energy

Transport Development 
finance

Water & 
sanitation

Communications

Low income & 
affordable housing

SMME finance Other infrastructure Agricultural development 
& land ownership

Consumer & business 
access to finance

7.38% 0.85%1.21%2.99%4.69%

2.11% 0.14%1.13%3.12%1.61%8.13%

11Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

Exposure across our infrastructure & 
developmental sectors
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TOTAL JOBS 

In August 2021, a review of a sample 
of 76 investee companies in our 
developmental funds revealed these 
job creation numbers. 

Positively, 84% of these jobs are held 
by blacks and 56% by youth -
indicating the strong developmental 
impact of our funds’ investments. 

Social impact
Job creation

12

Held by youth

Held by Blacks

Permanent 
jobs created

40 780

Indirect jobs 
created/sustained

42 331 

Held by people 
with disability

#192

Temporary jobs 
created

28 364 

Total job numbers 

111 475

84%

56%

Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022
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Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and 
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all by 
investing in schools and education programmes to 
increase skills and knowledge to attain employment 
and create more inclusive and sustainable 
communities.

Ensure availability and sustainable management of water 
and sanitation for all by investing in businesses that ensure 
there are sustainable, affordable and scalable water and 
sanitation solutions for all while ensuring that the poorest 
communities don’t get left behind. 

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all by 
investing in new, expanding or existing renewable energy projects resulting in the 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the promotion of technology and 
efficient business models. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 

growth, full and productive employment and decent 
work for all by investing in underserved markets that 
unlock and support job creation, growth and improved 
labour standards and practices for improved livelihoods. 

Ensure 
healthy lives 
and promote 
well-being 
for all at all 
ages by 
investing in 
businesses 
that improve 
the 
availability of 
healthcare 
and medical 
services as 
well as 
special 
medical 
units.

Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

Our IMPACT across SDGs 

Our clients’ investments contribute directly to ten

SDGs across all sectors.
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Our IMPACT across SDGs continued

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable 
industrialisation and foster innovation by partnering and 
supporting government in financing infrastructure projects and 
providing access to finance for businesses that create more 
inclusive and sustainable communities. 

Reduce 
inequality 
within and 
among 
countries 
by investing 
in 
businesses 
that 
promote 
financial, 
social and 
economic 
inclusion 
for all in 
order to 
promote 
inclusive 
growth and 
reduce 
inequalities.

Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 
sustainable by investing in businesses that increase the 
availability of affordable housing stock near transport options 
and provide access to home ownership for low- and moderate-
income populations.

Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns by 
investing in projects that promote climate adaptation in 
agriculture, water management, recycling, land use, and 
construction to build sustainable, efficient and resilient economies. 

Take urgent action to combat climate 
change and its impacts by investing in 
businesses that reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, increase resource efficiency, 
preserve and grow natural capital and 
support climate mitigation. 

Our clients’ investments contribute directly 

to nine SDGs across all sectors.

14
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Spotlight on three deals in three sectors

2 31
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Mobile 
technology

(early-stage disruptor 
makes SMME marketing 

more accessible)

Mobiz

Retail

(supporting SMMEs, 
entrepreneurs and informal

traders)

Rural & township 
centres

Renewable 
energy

(community impact 
through a teacher assistant 

programme)

KaXu Solar One
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New technology investment: Mobiz

A unique, affordable and accessible mobile marketing tool

Mobiz - a South African startup that integrates 
hyper-personalisation into mobile marketing - was 
founded by two innovators in the mobile space, 
Greg Chen and Clark Lin. The duo share a vision 
of a platform that brings meaningful mobile 
communication to the South African and global 
market in a way that has never been seen before. 
This vision is to offer a truly personal, accessible, 
and inclusive communication tool for local 
businesses, both big and small. This allows small 
businesses to create high-quality campaigns 
without the need for a large marketing 
department.

With zero data cost to customers, Mobiz clients 
can reach those who may have been difficult to 
reach before. Mobiz messages not only boost 
sales and conversions, but also provide services 
like identity verification, account payments, and 
the transmission of relevant communication to 
customers, all while enriching customer data and 
providing customer-level analytics for future 
engagements. 

These results are achieved through the reach of 
SMS and data-driven, advanced content 
personalisation, offering relevant product 
suggestions, data-rich sign-up flows, and easy 
payment options for those without access to the 
internet or local banks – thereby offering small 
businesses an affordable marketing tool. 

Reaching those without access to the internet 
requires easily accessible channels (such as SMS) 
and cost-effective technologies (like data-cost-
free web pages) – requirements that Mobiz meets 
and takes even further. 

Mobiz CEO, Greg Chen, says: "We wanted to give 
businesses an affordable way to stay connected 
and engage with their customers by removing the 
data barrier for the end-user. Clicking on any URL 
link in the SMS and engaging with the landing 
page, is completely free of data charges - offering 
up-and-coming small businesses a cost-effective 
solution.”

The DEF took a 4.98 % equity stake in Mobiz at 
the end of 2021.

(For more information, see: Futuregrowth invests in startup Mobiz | 
Insights | Futuregrowth - South Africa)

Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

Mobile capabilities and internet accessibility 
have transformed how people in emerging 
markets interact. The technologies have been 
adapted and innovated to improve how people 
and businesses conduct day-to-day activities 
and customer communications.

Image supplied by: Mobiz

1

https://www.futuregrowth.co.za/insights/futuregrowth-invests-in-startup-mobiz/
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The abrupt national lockdown left many without access 
to basic amenities and the resources they relied on to 
maintain a livelihood. When the pandemic hit, many 
brick-and-mortar stores were forced to close, and 
consumer accessibility shifted even further into the 
digital sphere. 

The Mobiz team knew that the need for its solutions 
would soar and were ready to step in and assist new and 
current clients with strategies to keep prospering, and to 
help keep communications with their customers and 
employees flowing during the national shutdown.

Some of the COVID relief initiatives include: 

− Mobiz offered all businesses a free QR code 
campaign, to provide a touchless screening solution to 
help businesses follow the new health and safety 
protocols. 

− In collaboration with Smutby and ONESA, Mobiz
delivered vouchers worth R150 000 to 500 families in 
need (each voucher was worth R300).

− Mobiz assisted a local NGO in Delft, Cape Town, to 
facilitate a registration process for families who 
required immediate assistance. One hundred 
community members were registered and notified via 
Mobiz when and where to collect their food hampers. 
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Mobiz 

COVID solidarity initiatives
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✓ 4.98 % equity stake taken by 
the DEF 

✓ 34 permanent employees

✓ 59 % black individuals 

✓ 41% women

✓ 62% youth (< 35 years)

Inputs

Growing a start-up 
business 

✓ Optimised use of low-tech 
channels

✓ Meaningful customer relationships

✓ Zero data barrier between 
consumer and business

✓ Accessible to all demographics 

Outcomes

Improved market 
reach

✓ Self-service product

✓ Curatable content

✓ 98% SMS open rate

✓ 30x increased engagement levels 
compared to email 

✓ 100x increased engagement 
levels compared to plain text 
messages

Outputs

Accessible, high-
impact tools for 

SMMEs

✓ Using innovation to 
reduce inequalities and 
increase participation in 
the economy

Impact

Inclusive economic 
growth

Disclaimer: Impact indicators and SDG contribution as a result of business activities at the time of reporting
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IMPACT indicators

SDG
Contribution 

by Mobiz

Mobiz: leveraging mobile channels to unlock socioeconomic impact 
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Retail opportunities
The importance of supporting SMMEs

SDG contribution

SDG 8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 
growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all..

8.5: “By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and 
decent work for all women and men, including for young people 
and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal 
value”.

SDG 10: Create an enabling environment for local businesses, both 
big and small to reach consumers easily without limitations..

10.2: “By 2030, empower and promote the social, economic and 
political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, sex, disability, race, 
ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status”.

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMMEs) in South Africa are identified as a key driver 
for employment creation and economic growth. According to Sipho Pityana, president of 
Business Unity South Africa “South Africa’s SMME sector is estimated to employ 47% of the 
labour force and contributes more than 20% to the country’s gross domestic product, 
paying about 6% of corporate taxes“.

However chronic high unemployment and persistent inequality are among some of the 
reasons why the South African entrepreneurial environment is in crisis, and the slower 
economic growth is one of the key reasons for business closure, particularly of small and 
medium-sized businesses. 

One might think that selling a product or service would be the largest hurdle for small 
businesses, but the lack of available sources of funding, specifically for working capital (i.e. 
buying stock, paying suppliers, rental space and staff, etc.) has resulted in many small 
businesses closing their doors – not to mention the impact of the COVID-related lockdowns 
in recent times.

SMMEs face several constraints that prohibit them from growing into sustainable businesses. 
Creating an enabling environment for entrepreneurs to not only thrive but actively 
participate in economies is therefore essential for inclusive economic growth and creating 
employment opportunities.

The pages that follow provide more detail on the arrangement that the centres have with 
small local entrepreneurs and with informal traders, together with profiles of two of the 
beneficiaries at Eyethu Orange Farm Mall. 

The Community Property Fund’s shopping centres are creating an enabling environment 
that  supports small businesses and local entrepreneurs to start, grow and create decent 
employment opportunities. This ranges from SMMEs who lease shops in the centres to 
entrepreneurs who display and sell their wares from tables in the non-GLA spaces, and 
right down to informal traders who typically trade outside of the centres that border taxi 
ranks. 

SDG 1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere..

1.4: “By 2030, ensure that all men and women, in particular the 
poor and the vulnerable, have equal rights to economic resources, 
as well as access to basic services, ownership and control over land 
and other forms of property, inheritance, natural resources, 
appropriate new technology and financial services, including 
microfinance”.

SDG 9:  Promote financial, social and economic inclusion for all in 
order to promote inclusive growth and reduce inequalities..

9.3: “Increase the access of small-scale industrial and other 
enterprises, in particular in developing countries, to financial 
services, including affordable credit, and their integration into value 
chains and markets”.

Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022
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The Futuregrowth Community Property Fund’s shopping centres support local 
entrepreneurs by providing them with the opportunity to promote and sell their products 
in non-GLA promotion and exhibition space at the shopping centres. The products that 
the vendors sell include cosmetics, traditional attire, accessories, specialised cleaning 
products, toys, home-made products and crafts. The vendors are charged reasonable 
rates and are able to rent non-GLA* space on a daily or monthly basis, depending on 
their requirements. This initiative supports local businesses and entrepreneurs who do 
not have the means or stock available to rent a shop and this provides them with the 
opportunity to make a living through selling their products on a small scale. 

Informal traders
In addition to the small business and entrepreneur support within the centres, informal 
traders are presently able to trade at five of the shopping centres in the portfolio 
(Thulamahashe Plaza, Maxwell Centre, Heidelberg Mall, Kamaqhekeza Plaza and 
Motherwell Shopping Centre). They are typically located close to the taxi ranks, where 
they sell products ranging from clothing to food. Their primary customers are 
commuters. The informal traders are not charged a monthly rental, but they are required 
to operate and adhere to the operational policies and protocols of the shopping centres. 
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Supporting local entrepreneurs with access to trading space
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Rural & township shopping centres

Informal traders at Thulamahashe Plaza

*Gross Lettable Area
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Abdul Menzi Mngomezulu is 28 
years old. He was born in KZN 
Empangeni and relocated to Orange 
Farm 5 years ago. He has been trading 
in herbal/health and wellness products 
at Eyethu Orange Farm Mall (Orange 
Farm, Gauteng) for the past three 
years.

The products he sells were not 
available at Eyethu Orange Farm Mall 
or nearby; he saw a gap in the market 
and decided to fill it. Now his 
customers do not need to travel 
outside of Orange Farm to access 
these items.

Menzi describes what this opportunity 
has meant to him: “Having space at 
the Centre has improved my life in a 
way that I never imagined.  Besides 
having loyal clientele that keeps 
growing I am now employing 3 
permanent staff members. 

I have been able to grow my business 
and I am now exhibiting in other malls 
and permanently employing a total 
number of 10 people! I don’t know 
how to describe success but this for 
me is it!!! Thank you so much to 
Eyethu Orange Farm Mall.”

Community impact
The local community and entrepreneurs benefit at Eyethu Orange Farm Mall
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Menzi Mngomezulu

Lesego Maphanga was 
born and raised in Orange 
Farm. From a young age he 
had to fend for myself 
because no one was 
employed at home. He 
learned every skill he could to 
help him survive: plumbing, 
fixing computers, graphic 
design, carpentry, amongst 
others. He later developed a 
love for photography. His 
passion grew every day as he 
collected camera accessories 
and gadgets with the hope of 
one day opening a stall or a 
shop.

He has been plying his trade 
at the mall for a year, where 
he offers professional 
photography, framing, and 
printing and editing images. 

He saw a need for a mobile 
studio as many people he 
knew had to travel outside of 
Orange Farm to have 
professional images taken.

Lesego Maphanga

Having a space at the mall has made a 
significant difference:“It has been an 
opportunity for me to have 
employment and to make a difference 
to my community through the services 
that I offer.”
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KaXu Solar One

KaXu Solar One is a 100 MW solar thermal electricity plant located 40 km 
north-east of Pofadder, in the Northern Cape Province. The town has less than  
4 000 inhabitants in a desert region close to the border between South Africa 
and Namibia. The project created over 1 000 jobs during the construction phase 
and a further 94 permanent jobs for the maintenance and operation of the plant. 

Teacher Assistant Programme

The education of the local community is an important community development 
initiative undertaken by the project. The government schools in the area play a 
vital role in community building, serving as information centres – and they are 
the only source of education and training in these communities. School 
overcrowding (with some classes with up to 56 learners) has had an impact on 
the educators’ effectiveness over the years. They have a mammoth task keeping 
learners engaged and happy with the bare basics and very limited support from 
the authorities.

Not only do educators have to ensure good academic performance, they also act 
as caregivers and meal providers to the neediest members of the community. 
Although there is no lack of willingness on the part of the educators, their work 
is onerous and impact limited under the prevailing circumstances. 

KaXu Solar One plant has stepped in to offer support in the form of funding 
teacher assistants to be placed in the community’s schools. This has been a 
welcome relief to the educators and the learners alike. The teacher assistants 
are trained via a distance learning programme. The intention of the programme 
is to qualify them to enter the company’s bursary programme and, by so doing, 
provide an opportunity to complete tertiary education and perhaps ultimately be 
employed by the Department of Education at their host schools. 

Other initiatives at the schools include donations of school uniforms and shoes.

Teacher Assistant Programme

Futuregrowth semi-annual Developmental & Social Impact Report as at 31 March 2022

Photo: KaXu Solar One CSP, Northern Cape, South Africa (Source: Atlantica)
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✓ R 300m invested by the 
Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund 

✓ 94 permanent employees

✓ 62% black individuals 

✓ 71% youth (< 35 years)

✓ 19% women 

Inputs
Investing in 

renewable energy 
infrastructure

✓ Local job creation

✓ R134m development spend (as 
at 31 December 2021) 

✓ 24 community initiatives

✓ 27 teacher assistants deployed 
to date  

Outcomes
Improved 

livelihoods & 
education 

✓ 320 GWh generated p/a

✓ 100 MW capacity

✓ Clean energy for 80 000 SA 
homes p/a

✓ 315 000 tons CO2 emissions 
avoided p/a

Outputs
Accelerating 

energy transition

Impact 
Local economic  
development

IMPACT indicators

Disclaimer: Impact indicators and SDG contribution as a result of business activities at the time of reporting.

SDG
Contribution by KaXu 

Solar One
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KaXu Solar One: investing in clean energy and local communities
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✓ Improved working conditions

✓ Better community 
circumstances

✓ Improved local economic 
growth potential
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Our developmental impact at a glance
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R51 bn
invested across a range 
of infrastructure and 
development 
investments

Active across 
all 9 provinces 
and supports 
infrastructure 
development across the 
country 

Delivers commercial 

risk-adjusted 
returns and 
facilitate tangible 

social &  
developmental 
impact

Aligned with the 

Sustainable 
Development 
Goals across a range 
of sectors

25 years+ 
with investments that 
support national 
development                 
and facilitates             
social impact that 
changes lives

Largest 
range of 
impact funds 
across a variety 
of asset classes
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Disclaimer

Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“Futuregrowth”) is a licensed discretionary financial services provider, FSP 520, approved by 
the Registrar of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and 
Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. The fund values may be market linked or policy based. Market fluctuations and changes in 
exchange rates may have an impact on fund values, prices and income and these are therefore not guaranteed. Past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity in place. Performance
figures are sourced from Futuregrowth and IRESS.

This document is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy or sell or a solicitation of an 
offer to buy or sell a financial product or security. The recipient is advised to assess the information with the assistance of an advisor if 
necessary, with regard to its compatibility with his/her own circumstances in view of any legal, regulatory, tax and other implications.

Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All employees of Futuregrowth are remunerated with 
salaries and standard short and long-term incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Futuregrowth to any persons. All inter-
group transactions are done on an arm’s length basis. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance.

Futuregrowth prepared this document in good faith. Although the information in this document is based on sources considered to be 
reliable, Futuregrowth makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this document, nor 
does it accept any liability which might arise from making use of this information.

Contact our Client Relationship team
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